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Dear Members of the Scholarship Committee, 

 

I am honored to write this recommendation letter on behalf of Jay A. Lepiten for the PCAFPD 

Scholarship. As his STL Youth Organization President ,Mr. Jonarld Morfe Guinanao, I have had 

the privilege to witness Jay A. Lepiten extraordinary academic achievements, exceptional 

character, and commitment to personal growth. 

 

Academically, Jay Lepiten is truly outstanding. He consistently achieves top grades in his 

coursework and demonstrates exceptional critical thinking, problem-solving, and analytical skills. 

He is a diligent and dedicated learner who consistently goes above and beyond what is 



expected. Jay Lepiten actively participates in class discussions, engages with complex concepts, 

and demonstrates a genuine passion for his field of study. 

 

In addition to his academic excellence, Jay Lepiten is an exceptional individual with remarkable 

personal qualities. He is highly motivated, disciplined, and possesses a strong work ethic. Jay 

Lepiten is always willing to take on challenges and has a natural ability to adapt and excel in 

any situation. He consistently demonstrates leadership skills by actively engaging in 

extracurricular activities, clubs, and community service initiatives. 

 

Furthermore, Jay Lepiten is a compassionate and empathetic individual who consistently 

demonstrates kindness and respect towards others. He is known for his ability to collaborate 

effectively with peers, offering support and encouragement to those around him. Jay Lepiten 

positive attitude and willingness to help others make him an exceptional team player and role 

model within our school/community. 

 

Based on his remarkable academic achievements, exceptional character, and commitment to 

personal growth, I have no doubt that Jay Lepiten is highly deserving of the SK STL Scholarship. 

This scholarship will not only provide him with financial support but will also serve as recognition 

of his hard work, dedication, and potential for future success. 

 

I am confident that Jay Lepiten will make the most of this opportunity and continue to excel 

academically, professionally, and personally. His passion for learning, resilience, and 



determination will undoubtedly lead to his success in his chosen field and make a positive 

impact on society. 

 

If you require any further information or have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact 

me at 09703900602 or Wade carter rivas.Thank you for considering Jay A. Lepiten application 

for the SK STL Scholarship. Your support will make a significant difference in his educational 

journey. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Jonarld Morfe Guinanao 

STL Youth Organization President  

SK STL 


